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We present experimental phase plots of the pulse-train instability that occurs in synchronously pumped modelocked dye lasers. From these plots we infer that the instability is of a quasi-periodic, nonlinear dynamical nature.
Further, we note that the information lost in this two-dimensional representation is precisely the periodic-versuserratic character and therefore is of considerable importance.

INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper we experimentally studied the long-term
(microsecond) behavior of the pulse train from a synchronously pumped mode-locked (SPML) laser and uncovered a
significant modulation-both periodic and erratic-that
greatly adds to the noise character of these systems.' Since
that work, similar pulse-train instability behavior in a vari2 7
ety of different mode-locked lasers has been reported. Consequently, this pulse-train instability is also of interest
in the context of the fundamental nonlinear dynamics of
lasers, and in this sphere it is important to represent the data
in many different forms.810 Of the many ways to represent
temporal trajectories, the phase plot, or attractor-for example, the x-y representation of the intensity versus its
In this
derivative-is a favorite among theoreticians
paper we present experimental phase plots of the SPML
pulse-train instability. From these plots we infer that the
character of the instability is that of a quasi-periodic, nonlinear dynamical system.9 lO In addition, we note a shortcoming of the phase plots: it is impossible to discern the
specific issue of periodic modulation versus erratic modulation.
EXPERIMENT
Our Rhodamine 6G SPML dye laser is pumped by an
acousto-optically mode-locked argon laser and is described
in Ref. 1. The energy in each pulse is integrated by using a
bandwidth-limited silicon photodiode (Antronics S-2), and
this signal is processed with a fast digital oscilloscope (Tektronics DSA 602). By using the DSA602 in this manner, it is
easy to obtain the essentially real-time displays of intensity
versus its computed time derivatives. The order of the
derivative displayed corresponds to a rotation in phase space
of the trajectory, and for this study we chose I versus dI/dt.
We note that this is the same as plotting I(t + r) versus
I(t).8-" For the plots shown below, the signal from the
photodiode is first filtered at -100 MHz. This effectively
0740-3224/90/030285-03$02.00

integrates over each pulse and exposes the envelope variations. The derivative of this envelope is then calculated
numerically by a preprogrammed algorithm. Here, as with
most digital techniques, we are faced with the compromise
between record length and frequency of samples, and the
examples below represent a reasonable trade-off, despite the
abrupt, straight-line connections. Figure 1 is such a phase
plot for the laser operating at its optimum cavity-length
detuning. From the structure of this plot and that of its
higher-order derivative relations, we infer that the character
of the instability is quasi-periodic. On viewingthe real-time
data [I(t) versus t] and the rf spectrum data [I(w) versus w]
taken about the first c/2L component shown in Fig. 2, we see

that the modulation envelope is erratic.
A key experimental parameter in our studies is the cavity
detuning or, equivalently, the length mismatch, between the
pump laser and the dye laser. At large detunings (>100 ,m)
the pulse-train envelope is perfectly repetitive, as shown in

Fig. 3. The phase plot of the laser operating in this regime is
shown in Fig. 4. We note that there is no difference between

Figs. 4 and 1 that a priori suggests the great difference in
character between an erratic envelope and a periodic amplitude modulation. The density of orbits is more evenly distributed in the periodic case,however, and this might lead to
the proper conclusion that each part of the attractor is being
visited equally, continuously.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the experimental phase plots for a SPML
dye laser operating under different regimes as dictated by
the cavity-length mismatch between the pump laser and the
dye laser. These plots suggest that theoretical modeling of
these lasers can be undertaken by considering a periodically
driven nonlinear oscillator." The similarity of the two
phase plots taken under dramatically different operating
conditions implies that phase plots are in fact of limited
value in fully characterizing certain types of laser instability.
© 1990 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. Phase plot of the erratic SPML laser pulse-train instability
at the optimum cavity length.

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Temporal and (b) rf spectral data of the periodic SPML

I

laser pulse-train instability.

The time scale in (a) is 5 usec/division;

the rf homodyne spectrum is centered about c/2L = 80.5MHz, and
its scale is 200 kHz/division.
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Fig. 2. (a) Temporal and (b) rf spectral data of the erratic SPML
laser pulse-train instability at the optimum cavity length. The time
scale in (a) is 2 gsec/division; the rf homodyne spectrum is centered
about c/2L = 80.5 MHz, and its scale is 200 kHz/division.
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Phase plot of the periodic SPML laser pulse-train instabil-
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If one is able to observe the cycle-to-cycle evolution of the

attractor, then sometimes additional dynamic information is
revealed that suggests the mode of behavior being exhibited.

An alternative method of characterizing chaotic behavior

is the calculation of dimensionality.

81

- 1 This technique re-

quires extensive record lengths and extended computing
time. Further, the interpretation and robustness of the
current algorithms is still a subject of study. Nonetheless it
is probable that in the future this, or a similar concept, will
be a preferred technique of cataloging chaos.
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